OTHER RESOURCES

USER FORMS:
MDS-MSI Client User Access Agreement - Security Policy
MDS/MSI Menu Options

E&M RESOURCES:
E&M Information Packet

MEDICARE RESOURCES:
CMS RVU and Payment Policy Indicators
CMS RVU List (per CMS Website)

PRACTICE FORMS:
Demographics Intake Form – Web version
Demographics Intake Form – iSeries version

OTHER RESOURCES:
Acronym List/Glossary of Healthcare Terms
Carrier Precertification/Prior Authorization (PA) Listing
CMS Medicare Fraud & Abuse – Prevention, Detection, and Reporting Fact Sheet (False Claims Act)
MSI 2018 CPT-HCPCS Code Resource Grid
MSI ICD-10-CM Code Resource Grid
LCD/Medical Policy Listings
Therapy Billing Grid
Modifier Staff Training Presentation